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Claims. (C. 42-75)
Fig. 8 is a plan view of a modified form of the
This invention relates to a rear stock assem
main retaining plate that may, when desired, be
bly for firearms.
The purposes of this invention are to provide used with the rear stock of Fig. 1 or Fig. 5.
Fig. 9 is a side view of the form of main re
a new and improved rear stock assembly for fire
5 taining plate shown in Fig. 8.
arms and particularly to provide:
Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view of the main re
A new and improved means of attaching the
taining plate shown in Figs. 8 and 9, on line
main body of the rear stock to the frame of the
0-C of Fig. 8, and the adjacent parts of the
gun
device.
A new and improved means of attaching the
butt plate to the rear stock and to the assembly. 0 Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig. 1, partly in ver
tical longitudinal Section and partly in side ele
A new and better means of compensating for
Vation, showing a further modification of my in
distortion known as cold flow when these devices
Vention.
are used with a molded gun stock or a material
Fig. 12 is a detail view on a considerably en
having this characteristic.
larged Scale of a small portion of the rear end
An improved means of reinforcing the relatively
of the rear stock and of the cooperating adjacent
thin Sections of the rear stock when used With a
part of the butt plate Fig. 1 but with the two
gun stock made from molded plastic material.
A new and improved means of retaining the co parts separated in order to show the details of
the mortise and tenon joint more plainly.
incident engagement of the butt plate and the
Fig. 13 is a view similar to Fig. 1, partly in ver
immediately adjacent portion of a moided plastic .
tical longitudinal Section and partly in side ele
gun stock.
Wation, but On a somewhat reduced scale, of a
A new and improved means of providing a rigid
Still further modification of our invention. Fig.
and firm Support to the stock immediately ad
14 is a detailed sectional view of the stock bolt re
jacent to the rear portion of the frame.
Further purposes and advantages will appear taining plate and immediately adjacent parts
showing a slight variation from the construction
from the Specification hereinbelow.
in Fig. 13. FigS. 15 and 16 are longitudi
Fig. 1 is a view mostly in longitudinal vertical Shown
nal Sectional views on a reduced scale of the junc
Section through the rear Stock assembly for a
portion of my structure showing two modi
firearm embodying one form of this invention, the tion
forward part of the rear stock and a part of the fications.
Referring to the drawings in a more particular
frame member being seen in side elevation, the in
description, and first to the form of the inven
termediate portion of the hollow part of the rear
tion shown in FigS. 1 to 4, it Will be seen that this
stock and the corresponding intermediate por
tion of the stock bolt being cut away in order to rear stock assembly for firearms consists of a
show the remaining part of the stock assembly on 5 frame member 20, a rear stock 2, a butt plate 22,
a stock bolt 23, a main retaining plate 24, a second
a larger scale.
or auxiliary plate 25, and butt plate ScreWS 26.
Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view on line 2-2 of
The frame member 20 is of conventional form
Fig. 1, looking forwardly.
that only the rear portion of the thick inter
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the main retaining 40 SO
mediate
part 2 of the frame and the tang 28
plate shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 3A is a side
elevation of said main retaining plate showing

its original concave form before it is inserted in
the rear stock and Straightened out by the as
Sembling of the parts in Said rear stock by the

which project rearwardly from the said inter

mediate portion, are shown. The intermediate
portion is of the full width of the firearm and

tightening up of the stock bolt.

Ordinarily has at its junction with the tang 28
rearwardly facing shoulders 29 adapted to abut

form of rear stock assembly embodying this in

Wention.

on the forward ends of the bifurcated front por
tion of the rear Stock 2. The tang, as common
to this general type of rear stock assembly, pro
jects rearwardly into the vertically arranged lon
gitudinally extending slot formed in the front

of Fig. 5.

The rear end 3 f of the tang abuts against the for
Wardly facing portion 32 of the stock at the rear

plate shown in Fig. 5.

end of Said large slot in the stock,

Fig. 4 is a plan View of the Second or Supple
mcntary retaining plate shown in Fig. i.
Fig. 5 is a view partly in side elevation and
partly ill vertical longitudinal Section of a Second

Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view on line 6-6

Fig. 7 is a front elevational view of the butt

against forwardly facing shoulders 30 provided

end of the said stock to receive the said tang 28.
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threaded hole extending centrally from the rear
AS has already been implied, the rear stock 2
end of Said locating lug into said locating lug
is formed of molded plastic material of the prop
the proper distance. Commonly the stock bolt 23
er composition and type to sattain the strength,
Will not extend through the full extent of this
durability, and other characteristics required of
the rear stock of a firearm of this type. In
order not to have the said rear stock too heavy,

the greater part of the rear enlarged portion

hole provided in the rearward portion of the o
Cating lug 39, since the adjusting of the assem
bly and the tightening up of said stock bolt is ac
cornplished by rotation of the stock bolt in said
locating lug.
The main retaining plate 26 is shown in vert
cal Sectional view in Fig. 1 and in rear elevation
in Fig. 2 and separately by a plan view thereos
in Fig. 3. This plate is preferably formed from
a piece or plate of relatively stiff resilient mate

thereof is inade hollow, having relatively thin
Side walls 33 extending all the way about this
portion of the stock and providing a central 10
rain cavity 38 which extends from the substan
tially vertical face 35 to the open rear end 36
of the said rear stock. The Walls, including not
only the side walls proper but also the walls at
the top and bottom of this main cavity 34 are of 15 rial, as for example spring steel of the proper
thickness and character to provide a resiliency
sufficient thickness to provide the required
that will admit of springing the said plate from
strength and rigidity for the rear stock, but pref
its original slightly concave form, as seen in ver
erably all of these walls will increase slightly in
tical Section in Fig. 3A, to substantially a straight
thickness as the stock extends from the face 35
toward the open rear end 36 in order to give the 20 line vertically so that not only will the forward

otherwise be more susceptible to lateral compres

face of said plate at its top and bottom engage
the forward face of said plate near its edges will

lug is exteriorly Screw-threaded to engage a

ner Surface of the walls of Said rear stock imme

greater strength toward the rear portion of the

cavity where the stock is larger and so would

said ledge 37 but all the intermediate parts of

do So also. . . . . .
sion. Slightly forward from the rear end of the
It is within the contemplation of our invention
stock however, the walls of the stock have pro 25 that
a proper locating lug corresponding gen
vided therein a rearwardly facing shoulder or
erally in size and construction to the lug 39 of
ledge 3, against which abuts the forward face
Fig. I might be made as an integral part of the
of the main retaining plate 24. Conveniently this
frame member 20, and projecting from the rea:ledge 3 may be provided by reducing the thick
ward part of the bridge 4 into the recess 38.
ness of the walls, both sides, top and bottom,
Similarly it is within the scope of our invention
for the proper distance in from the open rear
as defined in several of the claims hereinafter to
end of the rear stock. Obviously other methods
have the stock bolt 23 extend forwardly through
of providing such an encircling ledge 37 on the
the solid part of the rear stock 2 directly into
inside of the rear stock may be used, but the
a threaded hole in the said bridge portion of the
method mentioned cooperates well with the gener 35 tang
as shown in Fig. 15 or even the equivalent
a method of making such a molded rear stock
construction of the stock bolt extending through
and allows for the withdrawal of the necessary
Said bridge portion and engaging a proper nut
molding core from the main cavity 34. The re
or other threaded member immediately forward
duced thickness of the walls rearwardly of the
shoulder or ledge 3 still provides strength enough 40 of said bridge portion as shown in Fig. 16. In
other words, our invention in this rear assembly
at this portion of the stock, especially in view of
or rear Stock assembly is not limited to the pre
the outwardly facing reinforcement provided by
cise mechanical details shown in Fig. 1 or any
the peripheral edge 24' of said main retaining
of the other drawings of this application, but such
plate in bearing intimately against the engaged
and opposite zone on the inner surface of said 45 parts may be varied in form and mechanical de
tail and still get the advantages and accomplish
wallis opposite the retaining plate. This reduced
the purposes of our invention and be within the
thickness of the rearward band of the rear stock
scope of certain of the claims hereinafter set,
is allowable also in view of the intimate rein
forth. The form of and construction of the lo
forcement of the rear edge of all the walls of the
rear stock by the mortise and tenon construction 50 cating lug and its combination with the adjacent
provided by the said rear edge of the rear stock
members as shown in Fig. 1, however, are thor
oughly practicable and obtain a very strong, dur
and the engaging forwardly facing outward zone
able type of construction and one which lends
of the butt stock 22, as hereinafter described more
itself readily to being made economically and
in detail.
In line with the axis of the stock bolt there is 55 assembled readily.
The main retaining plate 24, of which a plan
provided a round, longitudinally extending recess
View is shown in Fig. 3, is in general of oval or
38 in the otherwise solid body of the stock 2 in
ellipse shape corresponding to the conventional
mediately to the rear of the face 32 in said stock
shape of the rear end of the rear Stock of this
that engages the rearwardly directed face 3 at
the rear end of the tang 28. In this recess 38 60 type of firearm, and corresponding closely to the
interior size and shape of the cavity 34 of the
there is placed the locating lug 39, having about
said rear stock at the rear side of the shoulder or
the rearward two-thirds of its length of enlarged
ledge 3. In face the peripheral edge 24’ of said
diameter relative to its forward extension. 39',
main retaining plate is intended to fit intimately
with said enlarged portion closely fitting the re
cess 38. The said extension 39 of this locating 65 against the engaged and opposite zone on the in

diately rearward of the said shoulder 37, so as
to form a very efficient means of reinforcing this
provided in the vertically extending bridge por
portion of the hollow rear stock against any pos
tion 4 of the said frame member tang 28. Rear
Wardly from the recess 38 holding the locating 70 sible inward lateral compression of the stock.
Centrally of the width of said main retaining
lug 39 there extends a hole 42 into which extends
plate and at the proper point in its vertical
the forward portion of the stock bolt 23 to engage
height, more or less as indicated in Fig. 1, said
the rearward part of the said lug 33, preferably
plate is provided with a hole 43 for the passage
and conveniently by the forward end of said stock
bolt being screw-threaded to engage the screw 75 through said retaining plate of the shank of the

screw-threaded longitudinally extending hole 40

3
parts of the assembly permanently and rigidly
in place. It will be seen that the inherent resil
iency of the retaining piate operating to the de
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stock bolt 2. Preferably surrounding this hole
and reaching out nearly to the peripheral side
edges of the said plate, the piate is shaped to
have a rearwardly extending and curved boss 44,
which operates to stiffen this portion of the
plate 22 against possible local forward distortion
when the stock bolt is tightened. This boss fur
ther cooperates with the general action of the
tightening up of the stock bolt, straightening
out the slight vertical concave shape of the whole
plate against the entirely vertical length of the
shoulder 3. .
The second or auxiliary retaining plate 25 is
provided and located as indicated in Fig. 1, di
rectly to the rear of the main retaining plate 24,

in order to provide means for anchoring the
forward ends of the butt plate screws 26 in a
satisfactory mannier and without interfering
with the action of the main retaining plate 24.
A convenient form of the supplementary retain
ing plate 25 is shown in the plan view thereof in
Fig. 4, and its size relative to the main retaining
plate is apparent from the rear elevation thereof

shown in Fig. 2. At the proper point, namely
opposite hole 43 in the main retaining plate, the
Secondary or supplementary retaining plate 25
is provided with a hole 45 for the passage there
through of the shank of the stock bolt 23. Pref
erably and conveniently the said plate 25 is pro
vided with a rearwardly extending boss (36, gen

erally corresponding in contour, shape and size

sired extent to tend to spring back to a concave
shape vertically of its length, will continue this
complession upon the rear stock notwithstanding
any slight displacement of the said rear stock,
as by cold flow thereof, so that this rear stock
assembly will be always and permanently retained
in the necessary intimate contact of its parts.
It will be understood that immediately forward
of the forward ends of the butt plate screws 26,
the main retaining plate 24 will be provided with

holes 48 a little larger than the front ends of
Said Screws 26 so that in the assembling of the

parts and particularly of the butt plate 22, the
forward ends of the said screws may project into

20

these holes 48 the proper extent for the suitable
tightening of said screws 26 without putting any
forward pressure upon the said main plate 24.

The secondary plate 25, it will be understood,
is of sufficient strength to allow of tightening up
the butt plate screws 26 to the proper extent,
and the resiliency of the said plate 25 is suff
cient to keep the proper tension upon the said
Screws 26, it being understood of course that the
head of the stock bolt securely holds the boss
portion 46 of said secondary plate in proper posi
tion. The tension thus placed upon the butt
30 plate Screws 26 is distributed as compression
through the butt plate 22 against the end of the

entire rear zone of the rear stock so that the

with the boss 44 on the the main plate 24 so
forward face of the butt plate 22 will always be
that the second supplementary plate 25 may be
held in intimate contact with the opposing rear
placed immediately to the rear of the main re
of the rear stock even though there be some
taining plate 24 and fit closely thereagainst by 35 face
displacement in the said rear stock as by cold
the forward face of said boss 46 fitting against
flow thereof.
the rearward face of the boss 64 on the main
As already intimated, the joint between the
plate, and with these boss portions held in inti
forward
face of the butt plate 22 adjacent its
mate and close contact by the forward face of
and the rear edge of the rear stock 2
the head of the stock bolt 23 engaging the rear 40 periphery
is of the mortise and tenon type. This is con
ward surface of the boss 46. Towards the upper
veniently and preferably accomplished by having
and lower ends of the said supplementary plate
about the inner half of the rear edge of the rear
25 it is provided with proper screw-threaded
stock project rearwardly for a small but appreci
holes to receive the screw-threaded ends of the
extent beyond the outer half of the thick
butt plate screws 26. Preferably this supplemen 45 able
ness
of the rear stock so that a substantial but
tary plate 25, when Originally made of proper
low tenon 69 is provided upon the whole circum
resilient material, such for example as Spring
of the inner half of the wall of the rear
steel, is given- a slightly concave form as to its ference
stock
while
outside thereof there is provided a
forward face so that When the said butt plate
rearwardly facing edge 59. The forward face
screws 26 are set into place the said Supplemen 50 of
the butt plate 22, near but spaced from its
tary plate may yield a little Without passing too
periphery,
is provided with a forwardly facing
greatly a vertical line and still exert a constant
mortise
5,
adapted to closely receive the tenon
pull or tension upon the said butt plate Screws,
49 upon the rear stock. The forward face 52 on
which operates to hold the said butt plate 22
55 the butt plate outside the mortise 5 reaches for
firmly and permanently in position.
ward to and closely engages the said ledge 50
It will now be seen that when the parts of this
upon
the rear of the rear stock. The body of
rear stock assembly are properly assembled and
the butt plate to the inside of said mortise 5 is
the stock bolt 23 tightened up to the proper
continued inwardly for a sufficient distance to
extent so that the main retaining plate 24 has
form a strong rib 53, the outwardly facing sur
been Substantially straightened out so as to have 60 face
56 of which bears against the inward side
its forward face adjacent its peripheral edge
of the tenon 69 on the rear stock and operates
bearing all the way along the full height of the
as a reinforcement of the rear edge portion of
shoulder 3 on the inside of the rear stock, the
the rear stock to brace this rearmost part of the
said frame member 2 will be very intimately
rear stock against any possible compression espe
drawn towards the rear stock 2, both as to the 65
laterally thereof, that would tend to force
interengaging bearing faces or shoulders 30 on cially
this
portion
of the rear stock inwardly or out
the forward end of the rear Stock relative to the
Wardly. The resiliency of the supplementary
rearwardly directed faces 29 on the frame mem plate 25 is sufficient notwithstanding any dis
ber, and as to the interengaging faces 3 and 32
placement, as by cold flow, of the material in
of the frane member and rear stock respectively,
the rear stock between the ledge 37 and the rear
and that the whole length of the molded plastic
end of the rear stock to always keep the butt
rear stock will be placed under a constant and
firmly and intimately in contact with the
continuing internal stress, mostly of compression plate
rear
edge
of the rear stock,
of the said rear stock and mostly of tension or
pull of the stock bolt, all operating to hold the 75 In Figs, 5 and 6 there is illustrated another
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form of our present invention, in that the re

silient member of the rear stock assembly is the
stock bolt 55, the under Surface of the head of
which bears directly against the rearward face
of a strong, flat, substantially rigid or inelastic 5

or non-resilient retaining plate 56. The forward
side of this retaining plate adjacent its periphery

5, engages the rearwardly facing shoulder 58,
provided on the inner surface of the wallis 59
of the rear stock 6 made, as heretofore Sug
gested, in hollow form of molded plastic material.

the butt plate screws 32 to the proper extent.
The resiliency of the intermediate portion Will
O

The shoulder 58, as suggested in Fig. 5, is forward
a short distance from the extreme rear end of

ening of the Zone of the rear Stock 6 between

The forward end of the stock bolt 55 is opera

the shoulder 58 and the rear end of the rear

stock or by distortion, as by caving inwardly

tively anchored to the frame member in any of
the ways hereinbefore illustrated or described,
or by any other method allowing an adjustable

Somewhat of the butt plate 6, and yet the said

butt plate screws will continue to exert a draw

20

by the screw-threaded forward end of the said

stock bolt engaging another cooperating screw

stock bolt with one or more curves or coils or

other deviations from a straight line, which
curves or coils or portion deviating from a
straight line tends to be drawn out slightly

construction, whereby the resiliency of said coils
or otherwise curved portion of the shank of said
stock bolt, places a constant pull or tension upon
the stock bolt and so a constant strain upon and
through the relatively rigid retaining plate 56
and so on to the walls and whole body of the rear
stock 6, and the resiliency of said stock bolt is
Such that even though the body or walls of the
rear stock become somewhat displaced, as by a
slight cold flow in said rear stock or even by a
cold flow or other displacement in the frame
member, there will be resiliency enough left in

ing action upon the butt plate and so transmit
a drawing action or strain to the butt plate and
a compression strain to the said Zone of the rear
Stock. It will be understood that in this con

threaded part. The resiliency of this construc
tion resides in the stock bolt 55 as by making an
intermediate portion, as 55, of the Shank of Said

nearer to a straight line when the stock bolt is
tightened up upon assembling the parts of this

manifest itself even after a long period to cause
the Said coil or bent portion to return somewhat

towards its original more curved or bent position
as allowed by slight displacement, as by short

the rear Stock.

connection of the said stock bolt to its engaged
member of the construction, Such as for example

tions will conveniently be the intermediate por
tion of each screw. This resilient portion is pro
duced by giving such intermediate portion 63 a.
bend or curve or coil relative to the straight axis
of the Screw, which curved, bent or coiled inter
mediate portion will be straightened out slightly
under the strain brought about by screwing up

30
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struction the retaining plate 56 is relatively thick
and of Sufficiently rigid material to maintain its
Original shape and line not only against the
strain imparted thereto by the tightening up of
the stock bolt 55 but also against the lesser strain
transmitted to the opposite ends of said plate
56 by the butt plate screws 62, the forward ends
of which are in adjustable, that is screw-thread
ed, engagement with that retaining plate 56.
A further modification of our invention, as
shown in FigS. 8, 9 and i0, consists of making
a relatively rigid, substantially inelastic retain
ing plate 64 out of relatively thin sheet metal
or plate metal. This retaining plate 64 has pro
vided integral therewith a rearwardly extending
peripheral flange 65, the outer face 66 of which
is shaped to intimately engage the opposing
ZOne of the inner face of the wall of the rear

Stock in which it is placed immediately forward
of the shoulder 67, as shown best in Fig. 10. The

outer portion of the rearwardly turned flange 65

the Structure to maintain a pull or tension in
is itself further reinforced by an outwardly ex
the stock bolt and so there will be maintained 45 tending flange 68 extending all the way about
the said plate 64. The peripheral edge of this
in the frame member and against the rear stock
Sufficient tension or Strain, as by compression,
Second flange 68 in turn may bear against the
to at all times keep the parts of this assembly
ZOne of the inner face of the wall of the rear
stock, that is immediately rearward of the shoul
in close, intinate and effective contact.

It will be understood that the periphery 57 of
the retaining plate 56 in this modification of the
invention will preferably have a strong reinforc
ing action by directly and intimately engaging

50

bearing and reinforcing surface of this retain
ing plate be the outer surface 66 of the rear

the Zone on the inside of the wall of said rear

stock opposite the periphery and so slightly for

55

Ward of the extreme rear Ward end of the rear

stock. In this construction also the butt plate
6. Will preferably have a mortise and tenon con

tact or joint with the extreme rear end of the

rear stock, the details of which joint need not be
repeated at this time further than to say that
thereby the extreme rear end of the rear stock
is actively reinforced by said butt plate.
In order to get the desired constantly acting
strain between the butt plate and the rear end

der 67, but as the material of this retaining plate
is relatively thin we prefer to have the main

60

65

of the rear stock, resilient means will be used
to constantly force said butt plate into engage

wardy extending flange 65, rather than the pe
ripheral edge of the second flange 68. The stiff
neSS in this form of retaining plate, it will be
obvious, comes from the double flanged outer
edge of the retaining plate, which stiffness is

further strengthened by the said retaining plate
of this form having a rearwardly extending boss
69 immediately surrounding the stock bolt orifice
10. Said boss 69 on account of its crowning
shape, prevents any local forward distortion of
the portion of this retaining plate engaged by
the head of the resilient stock bolt 12 either di
rectly, by the engagement of the head of said

stock bolt against the boss, or by the head of said

ment with said rear end of the rear stock. A
stock bolt engaging a suitably shaped washer 7
convenient and the preferred form of Such means
having its forward face concave to fit the convex
for placing the rear stock under constant com 70 rear Ward face of Said boss 69.
pression, even though there be a slight displace
In Fig. 11 there is shown a still further modifi
ment of said rear stock or even of said butt plate,
cation of our invention. In this modification the
such as by cold flow in either or both the rear
frame member 2 may be substantially the same

stock or butt plate, consists of resilient portions

in the butt plate screws 62, which resilient por

75

as frame member 2 of Fig. 1, except that frame

member 2 is shown as having an integrally
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formed rearwardly extending locating lug 73 ing plate 94 and through the centrally disposed
which projects into and fits closely within the aperture of this plate extends the shank of the
recess & provided therefor in the solid part of stock bolt 95, with the forward end of said bolt
adjustably engaging, as by screw-threading, the
rearward portion of the locating lug 96 fitting

the rear stock 75 immediately to the rear of the
rear end of the tang of said frame member 72.

Within the forward part of the hole 9 longitu
dinally extending through the solid part of the

This rear stock is formed in the main substan

tially as heretofore described as to other forms
of our invention, in that it is formed of molded

rear stock 9, said locating lug in turn having

plastic material of the proper type and character

and with said rear stock having a comparatively
large cavity 76 in the large rearward portion
of the stock. From the recess 74 there extends
rearwardly a longitudinally extending hole 77
through which extends the forward part of the
stock bolt 78 into adjustable engagement with
the frame member 2, preferably as by the for
ward end of said stock bolt 8 being screw
threaded to engage the internally screw-threaded
hole 9 provided in the rearward portion of the
said integral locating lug 3.
The said stock bolt extends for a suitable dis
stance, say about two inches, to the rear of the

10

its forward end Securely and adjustably engag
ing the rearward portion of the frame member
98. Interposed between the forward face of the
head of the said stock bolt 95 and the rearward

5
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side of the retaining plate 94 there is a com
pression spring 99 coiled about the shank of said
bolt. This spring is compressed sufficiently by
proper tightening up of the said stock bolt when
the parts are assembled so as to place the de
sired constant pull upon the frame member
against the rear stock in an obvious manner,
and securing the advantages heretofore men

tioned in other forms of the invention and par
ticularly as to the form of the invention shown

Fig. 11. In this construction of Fig. 13 how
wall 80, marking the division between the solid in
the butt plate 90 is constantly and resil
part 3 of the rear stock and the cavity 6. ever
Surrounding the shank of the stock bolt 8 and 25 iently drawn snugly towards the rearward edge
placed against the wall 80 is a strong rigid washer of the hollow rear end of the rear stock 9 by
means of two butt plate rods of which have
or annular plate 82 which serves at its rearward their
forward ends suitably non-rotatably se
face to engage the forward end of a strong coiled
to the retaining plate 94 at points spaced
spring 83 and to distribute the pressure of said . cured
above and below the stock bolt 95 and
spring over a considerable area of said wall 80 30 preferably
of the solid part of the rear stock. This coiled with said rods having their intermediate por
spring 83 is placed about the portion of the tions provided with a resilient section 02, such
as by the rods in said sections being given a
shank of the stock bolt that extends rearwardly
of said plate 82 and the rearward end of Said coiled, bent or curved formation which is partly
out when the butt plate is assem
spring bears against the forward face of the 35 straightened
head 84 or what is the equivalent thereof against bled upon the other parts and SO operates to ex
the required constant resilient pull of the said
the forward face of a strong washer 85, which ert
rods
upon the butt plate so that any cold flow
may be placed on the shank of said stock bolt
other displacement, such as contraction in
immediately forward of the said head of the 40 or
the whole length of the hollow part of the rear
stock bolt. This coiled spring 83 is of the con
tractile type of spring so that it may be placed stock is compensated for by said resilient sec
under compression by reducing its effective tions of the said rods resuming slightly a more
or bent formation and so retaining the
length as by screwing up said stock bolt, So as to curved
butt plate still snugly upon the rear of the rear
exert a pressure upon the members Operatively stock.
the rear ends of the said rods
connected thereto, and yet with the spring of 45 0 arePreferably
adjustably connected to the said butt
sufficient resiliency or elasticity so that it con plate as for
example by the Screw-threaded rear
stantly tends to expand lengthwise and may so

expand lengthwise again to compensate for any

displacement in the said molded rear stock or

even of the frame member or of the inter-engage
ment of said two parts.
In this form of our invention the butt plate
86 will also be used to reinforce the extreme rear

50

ends of Said rods engaging the interior threads
upon the butt plate nuts 03, said nuts having
their rearward portions enlarged and of conical
formation SO as to fit in countersunk manner
Within the holes in said butt plates, the rearward

portion of which holes are slanted outwardly to

be larger, to fit the conical shaped rear ends of
said nuts 03. Preferably the attachment of the
said ends of the rods 02 to the retaining plate
94 is made in a practically permanent manner

end of the rear stock by the said butt plate and 55
rear stock interengaging by a mortise and tenon
joint most conveniently by forming the tenon
87 upon the rear edge of the rear stock and form
so that said rods of will not rotate relative to
ing the cooperating mortise 88 upon the for the
plate when the butt plate nuts 03 are
ward face of the butt plate 86 near the periph beingsaid
tightened or loosened during assembling of
ery of said butt plate. In this form of the in 60 the
rear end construction or the taking apart
vention furthermore the butt plate may be se of the
same.
cured by positive means to the rear end of the
The construction shown in Fig. 14 is in the
rear stock 75 as by butt plate screws 89 extend main
same as shown in Fig. 13 but instead
ing through the butt plate into an internally 65 of thethe
compression
99, there is employed
threaded brass insert 90 imbedded in the mate a resilient retainingspring
04 operating like the
rial of the molded rear stock 75, when it is mold main retaining plateplate
24 of Fig. 1 so as to place
ed.
Said inserts are located in the rear end of
desired constant and resilient pull rearward
the rear stock respectively near its upper and the
ly upon the stock bolt .05 by reason of the tight
lower portions, where the walls may be locally 70 ening
up of the head of said stock bolt against
left thicker for receiving and inclosing such in the back
side of the rearwardly projecting boss
Serts 9.
06.
It
will
be understood that the retaining
In the modification shown in Fig. 13 the hol
G4 is originally of concave form, most con
low molded rear stock 9 has the rearwardly plate
veniently like the main retaining plate 24 of the

facing wall 92 at the forward end of the cavity
93 engaged by the forward face of a flat retain- 75 construction as shown in Fig. 1 and having the
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wardly into operative engagement with said
concave form more or less as shown in Fig. 3A,
stock-bolt retaining plate.
that is with the upper and lower parts of the re
2. In a firearm, the combination of a frame
taining plate bent or curved forwardly relative
member, a rear stock formed of molded plastic
to the central portion of the retaining plate and
with said retaining plate of proper resilient mate 5 naterial and having a forwardly-facing stock
rial so that the tightening up of said stock bolt Seat engaged by a rearward part of said frame,
05 operates to spring the said retaining plate Said stock having its enlarged rearward portion
hollow and opening at its rear end and provided
into practically a plane surface So as to engage
throughout its periphery as well as at its top and with an inwardly extending rearwardly facing
bottom the flat face 07 at the forward end of

10

the cavity of this rear stock 88. As shown in
Fig. 14 the forward end of the butt plate rods 09

means located in a longitudinally extending hole
in the intermediate portion of the rear stock and

of this construction are practically permanently
and non-rotatably secured to the upper and lower

portions of the retaining plate C4 by any con
ventional construction as by the forward ends
being shaped to have an enlarged collar forming
a shoulder and forward thereof a portion angul
lar in cross section which fits into a correspond

ingly shaped hole in the plate with the forward
extremity of the rod riveted over against the

20

front face of the plate and these butt plate rods
09 will have intermediate their lengths resilient

sections the equivalent of the resilient Sections
O2 already illustrated in Fig. 13 and so operat
ing to exert a constant resilient draw upon the
butt plate (not shown) of this construction.
It will now be seen that the resilient plate 94.
of this construction of Fig. 14 places a constant
and resilient draw upon the stock bolt O5 and

plate Screws with their shank portions project
ing forwardly into operative engagement with
Said stock-bolt retaining plate, the intermediate
portions of said butt plate screws being resilient

30

Somewhat more curved position relative to the
face it will still exert a strain upon the Solid

35

their resilient intermediate sections above men

tioned will similarly place a constant stress upon
the Whole length of the stock and particularly
upon the whole length of the hollow part of the
Stock So that the said butt plate will be still tight
ly and Snugly drawn to the rear. end of the stock
even though the hollow portion of the stock
should be decreased Somewhat in length by Cold
foW thereof, Such decrease in length being con
pensated for by the resilient portions of the rods
39 aSSunning a slightly more bent or curved for
nation as already explained herein as to sinillar
Enenbers.

50

in the cavity at the rear part of the stock and
when placed under stress by assembling having
its forward face assume a shape coincident with
the shape of Said shoulder and engaging the

Same, Said headed stock bolt having its forward
end in adjustable engagement with the rear end
of Said connecting means and having its head
engaging the rear Side of an intermediate portion

of said retaining plate, whereby tightening said

55

Stock-bolt places said retaining plate under ten

sion and thereby said bolt exerts a constant pull

upon said frame member counterbalancing any
cold flow of the Stock between the stock seat

60

located in a longitudinally extending hole in the
intermediate portion of the rear stock and se
cured at its forward end to the rear portion of
the frame and having a part at its rear end
adapted to cooperate With the stock-bolt, a
Stock-bolt retaining plate inserted in the cavity
at the rear part of the stock and near its periph
ery bearing against said rearwardly-facing shoul

der of the stock said headed stock bolt having its

3. In a firearm, the combination of a frame
member, a rear Stock formed of molded plastic
material and having a forwardly-facing stock
Seat engaged by a rearward part of said frame,
Said stock having its enlarged rearward portion
hollow and opening at its rear end and provided
With an in Wardly extending rearwardly facing
shoulder spaced forwardly from the rear end
of Said Stock, a headed stock bolt, connecting
means located in a longitudinally extending hole

Secured at its forward end to the rear portion of
the frame and having a part at its rear end
adapted to cooperate with the stock-bolt, a stock
bolt retaining plate of resilient material inserted

... in a firearm, the combination of a frame
member, a rear stock formed of molded plastic

said stock, a headed stock bolt, connecting means

in a longitudinal direction.

in the internediate portion of the rear stock and

We claim:

material and having a for Wardly-facing Stock
Seat engaged by a rearward part of said frame,
Said Stock having its enlarged rearward portion
hollow and opening at its rear end and provided
with an inwardly extending rearwardly facing
shoulder spaced forwardly from the rear end of

Secured at its forward end to the rear portion of
the frame and having a part at its rear end
adapted to cooperate with the stock-bolt, a stock
bolt retaining plate inserted in the cavity at the
rear part of the stock and near its periphery bear
ing against said rearwardly-facing shoulder of
the stock said headed stock bolt having its for
ward end in adjustable engagement with the rear
end of Said connecting means and having its
head engaging the rear side of said retaining
plate, a butt plate in non-rotating engagement

25 with the rear end of said rear stock and butt

that the resilient plate 04 by springing out to a
part of the stock 08 and so retain the said stock
at all times snugly against the frame member
(not shown) of this construction. Similarly it
will be obvious that the butt plate rods 809 with

shoulder spaced forwardly from the rear end
of Said Stock, a headed stock bolt, connecting

forward end in adjustable engagement with the 70
rear end of Said connecting means and having its

and its Said shoulder, a butt plate in engagement
with the rear end of the rear stock, a second
retaining plate interposed between the head of

the stock-bolt and said stock-bolt retaining plate
and extending above and below said bolt, and
butt plate Screws reaching from said butt plate
to operatively engage said second plate.
4. In a firearm, the combination of a frame

member, a rear Stock formed of molded plastic
imaterial and having a forwardly-facing stock
Seat engaged by a rearward part of said frame,
Said stock having its enlarged rearward portion
hollow and open at its rear end and provided
with an inwardly extending rearwardly facing
shoulder Spaced forwardly from the rear end of

head engaging the rear side of said retaining
plate, a, butt plate in non-rotating engagement
with the rear end of said rear stock and butt plate 75 Said stock, a headed stock bolt, connecting means
screws with their shank portions projecting for
located in a longitudinally extending hole in the
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a rear stock formed of molded plastic
intermediate portion of the rear stock and Secured member,
material and having a forwardly-facing stock
at its forward end to the rear portion of the
engaged by a rearward part of Said frame,
frame and having a part at its rear end adapted seat
stock having its enlarged rearward portion
to cooperate with the stock-bolt, a stock-bolt said
hollow and open at its rear end and provided
retaining plate of resilient material inserted in
with an inwardly extending, rearwardly facing
he cavity at the rear part of the stock and when
placed under stress by assembling having its shoulder spaced forwardly from its rear end, the
intermediate portion of the rear stock being pro
forward face assume a shape coincident with the
vided with a longitudinally extending hole there
shape of said shoulder and engaging the same,
said headed stock bolt having its forward end in O through, a locating lug positioned in Said hole
and having its forward end in engagement with
adjustable engagement with the rear end of
the rear end of said frame member, a resilient
said connecting means and having its head
stock-bolt retaining plate inserted in the cavity at
engaging the rear side of an intermediate por
the rear part of the stock and near its periphery
tion of said retaining plate, whereby tightening
said stock-bolt places said retaining plate under 5 bearing against said rearwardly-facing shoulder
of the stock and a headed stock-bolt having its
tension and thereby said bolt exerts a constant
pull upon said frame member counterbalancing forward end in adjustable engagement with the
rear end of said locating lug and having its head
any cold flow of the stock between the stock seat
engaging the rear part of Said retaining plate,
and its said shoulder, a butt plate in engage

ment with
the rear
of the rear
stock,thea
second
retaining
plateendinterposed
between
head of the stock-bolt and said stock-bolt re
taining plate and having screw-threaded holes
vertically spaced from said bolt, and butt plate
screws reaching from said butt plate to Said

spaced threaded holes in said second plate, Said
butt plate screws having their intermediate por

20

said bolt exerts a constant pull upon said frame
member even in the event of any displacement
resulting from a cold flow of the material in the
25 stock.

9. In a firearm, the combination of a frame

member, a rear stock formed of molded plastic
material and having a forwardly-facing stock

tions resilient longitudinally.

5. The combination of a rear stock of molded

plastic material having its enlarged rearward
portion hollow with relatively thin walls, a stock

bolt retaining plate secured within the rear
stock forward of its rear end and reenforcing
said stock against inward movement, the rear
ward end of said walls having at its inward part

a rearwardly extending tenon while the Outer
part of said end forms a forwardly located rear

wardly facing shoulder, a butt plate having in
its forward face and spaced inwardly from its
periphery a mortise receiving Said tenon of the
rear stock, and means for fastening Said butt
plate to the rear stock, including screws reach

30
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periphery having its forward face bearing
against said rearwardly facing shoulder and

having its peripheral portion engaging the adja

cent inner wall of said stock and reenforcing it

against inward strain, and a stock bolt having its
rear end operatively engaging the rear face of
said retaining plate and its forward end oper
atively connected to said frame member.
8. In a firearm, the combination of a frame

seat
engaged by a rearward part of said frame,
said stock having its enlarged rearward portion
hollow and open at its rear end, connecting
means located in a longitudinally extending hole
in the intermediate portion of the rear stock and
Secured at its forward end to the rear portion of
the frame and having a part at its rear end
adapted to cooperate with the Stock-bolt, and a
headed stock bolt having its forward end in ad

justable engagement with the rear end of said

ing forward towards Said retaining plate.
6. In a fireram. the combination of a frame .
member, a rear stock formed of molded plastic 45
material secured to the rear of Said frame, said
stock having its enlarged rearward portion hol
low and open at its rear end and provided with
an inwardly extending rearwardly facing shoul
der spaced forwardly from the rear end of Said 50
stock, a stock-bolt retaining plate inserted in the
cavity at the rear part of the stock and near its

having its peripheral portion engaging the ad
jacent inner wall of said stock and reenforcing
it against inward strain.
7. In a firearm, the combination of a frame
member, a rear stock formed of molded plastic
material secured to the rear of Said frame, Said
stock having its enlarged rearward portion hol
low and open at its rear end and provided with
an inwardly extending rearwardly facing
shoulder spaced forwardly from the rear end of
said stock, a stock-bolt retaining plate inserted
in the cavity at the rear part of the stock and
near its periphery having its forward face bear
ing against said rearwardly facing shoulder and

whereby tightening said stock bolt places Said
resilient retaining plate under stress and thereby

connecting means and a compression Spring Op
eratively interposed between the head of Said
stock bolt and a rearwardly facing part of the
rear Stock Whereby tightening Said Stock bolt
places Said compression spring under StreSS and
thereby said stock bolt exerts a constant pull
upon said frame member even in the event of any
displacement resulting from a cold flow of the
material in the stock.

10. In a firearm, the Combination of a frame ,
member, a rear stock formed of molded plastic
material and having a forwardly facing stock
seat engaged by a rearward part of said frame,
said stock having its enlarged rearward portion
provided with a rearwardly opening chamber,

connecting means located in a longitudinally ex
55

tending hole in the intermediate portion of the
rear Stock and Secured at its forward end to the

rear portion of the frame and having a part at its

rear end adapted to cooperate with the stock
60

65

bolt, a pressure-distribution plate bearing against
the rearwardly facing surface of the rear stock
at the forward end of the said chamber, and a
headed stock bolt having its forward end in ad
justable engagement with the rear end of said
connecting means, a compression spring oper
atively interposed between the head of said stock
bolt and Said pressure distribution plate whereby
tightening said Stock bolt places said compression
spring under stress, a butt plate closing the rear
of Said stock chamber and resilient butt plate
rods adjustably connecting the butt plate to said
pressure-distribution plate.
11. In a firearm combination of a frame mem

ber, a rear stock formed of molded plastic mate
rial and having a forwardly facing stock seat en
75 gaged by a rearward part of said frame, said
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stock having its enlarged rearward portion pro
engagement with the rear end of said connecting
vided with a rearwardly opening chamber, con
means and resilient means operatively connected
necting means located in a longitudinally extend
to said stock, stock bolt and plate assembly and
placing a tension on said stock bolt by tightening

ing hole in the intermediate portion of the rear
8tock and secured at its forward end of the rear
portion of the frame and having a part at its
rear end adapted to cooperate with the stock
bolt, a pressure-distribution plate bearing against

the rearwardly, facing surface of the rear stock
at the forward end of said chamber, a headed
stock bolt having its forward end in adjustable

the stock bolt, a butt plate closing the rear of
said stock chamber and resilient butt plate rods
adjustably connecting the butt plate to said pres
Suare-distribution plate.
0
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